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Abstract—A circuit with n primary inputs (PIs) has N = 2n

possible input vectors. A test vector to correctly detect a fault
in that circuit must be among those N n-bit combinations.
Clearly, this problem can be rephrased as a database search
problem. Classic algorithms like the D-algorithm, PODEM and
FAN have long been foundations other algorithms have built
upon to vastly improve the search time for test vectors.

Since, all testing algorithms can be interpreted as unsorted
database search methods, it is to our benefit if we choose to
create a testing algorithm based on an efficient solution to
database search. Currently, it has been shown that Grover’s
quantum computing algorithm is the best solution to search
a database of N elements with sub-linear

√
N complexity,

while most other algorithms are linear. Hence, it is clear that
creating a testing algorithm that emulates Grover’s algorithm
for finding test vectors could be a faster solution for VLSI Testing.

This review paper attempts to explain the relationship
between testing algorithms and database search problems, how
there is currently a best solution for database search, and the
need to attempt to create a solution based on Grover’s algorithm.

Keywords: Database search, digital test, quantum computing,
test generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of test vectors is a classic VLSI testing
problem. In layman’s terms, the problem can be defined as
“Given a fault, find a test.” Ever since the first digital circuit
was created, methods have been developed to test if the
logic was working in the intended way. With digital circuits
becoming bigger and more complex following the trend of
Moore’s law [37], there is a spur of interest in researching
techniques for automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) that
can find tests faster and in a more efficient manner.

One of the earliest such algorithms is the D algorithm
[44] developed in 1966. Over the past 50 years, there have
been numerous attempts in designing more efficient algorithms
with varying degrees of success. As is usual, because of the
diminishing returns in contemporary ATPG research, it is often
claimed that the field of VLSI testing has matured and any new
research can only produce incremental rather than trailblazing
progress. In other words, the general consensus is that most
major breakthroughs have been done and the field has saturated
enough with little chance of finding new ways.

For a digital circuit with n primary inputs (PIs), the total
number of vectors, N , equals 2n. In other words, the search
time for finding a vector to test a fault is exponential with
respect to the number of primary inputs. On an average, a

simple search will take about 2n−1 iterations to find a test for
a given fault. Similarly, given an unsorted database with N
elements, on an average a simple search for locating a given
element will take N/2 iterations, however, as we will explain
Grover’s quantum search algorithm [23] can do better.

This review paper explains how the test generation problem
can be reclassified as a database search problem. It provides ev-
idence on how most testing algorithms essentially use various
database search solutions and highlight the interdisciplinary
connections between the two fields. The discussion points
to the need for research on test algorithms harnessing the
potential of database search.

Section II is an overview of ATPG research, the testing
problem, and various approaches to the unsorted database
search. It highlights the connection between the two disciplines
emphasizing the need to investigate the area of database search
for a potential algorithm for VLSI test generation. Section III
summarizes the area of quantum computing with a focus on
the need to develop quantum algorithms. Section IV discusses
applications of Grover’s algorithm [23] for database search
to the test generation problem pointing to potential benefits.
Section V summarizes key points highlighted in this paper
and outlines future avenues of ATPG research.

II. TWO DISCIPLINES

This section highlights key elements and research ideas
from automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) and database
search. More specifically, we point to similarities in these two
seemingly unconnected fields. The final subsection attempts
to show how advancement and research in one area can help
improve the other.

A. Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG)

It is colloquially understood that the test generation prob-
lem is a classic VLSI problem. Nascent digital circuits were
probably tested by running exhaustive and/or random tests as
the circuit sizes were quite small. However, exhaustive/random
testing became horribly inefficient for larger circuits. Research
has firmly established that the fault detection problem is NP-
complete [18], [26], [50]. The nature of NP complete problem
implies that increasing the circuit size will exponentially
increase the worst case computation time for test generation.

These issues quickly led to development of algorithms
that can derive test vectors for modeled fault targets using
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the structural description of a circuit. Three of the well-
know algorithms initially developed are the D algorithm [44],
PODEM [22] and FAN [17]. These and many later algo-
rithms [25], [49] vastly improved search time over random
and exhaustive test pattern generators (TPG).

During the 1970s, other avenues of deriving test vectors
were explored as well. Manufacturers needed a way to protect
their intellectual property (IP) but needed ways to test their
circuits as well. This spurred research interest in deriving
test sets from functional description of circuits rather than
circuit structure [2], [42]. The derivation of “universal test
sets” was useful because they could be applied to multiple
implementations of the same logic.

Another avenue of research thoroughly investigated was
the design of weighted random test generators. Early itera-
tions used heuristics like input switching activity and weight
assignment to derive new test sets [47]. Other versions skewed
the input probability in such a manner so that maximum output
entropy is attained [1]. Thus, test vectors were derived from
those input combinations that caused most output transitions.

When these algorithms started hitting their limits, there
were forays into non-traditional implementations that further
improved test coverage. An alternative method [8] converts a
digital circuit into a neural network such that a test vector
represents a minimum energy state. Essentially, the testing
problem is rephrased as an energy minimization problem.
Malaiya [33] used Hamming distance and/or Cartesian dis-
tance measures to derive new vectors from previously known
successful vectors. Simulation based methods [9] derive tests
by minimizing a “cost function”. Similarly, genetic algorithms
define a “fitness function” for choosing vectors with high
fitness [12], [34], [39], [45], [46].

With research trend leaning toward extracting new tests
based on previous successes, other algorithms based on the
concept were developed. One such method uses Hadamard
matrices to analyze Walsh function spectrum of previously
successful vectors to generate new vectors [61].

With chip sizes shrinking and device density growing, test
power became a concern as well. Early solutions included
reordering of test vectors to reduce the number of transi-
tions [20]. Later, more rigorous solutions were implemented
such as adaptive clock cycles [58] and dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling for SoC chips [51].

Attempts at speeding up ATPG programs have included the
use of SAT solvers (Boolean satisfiability programs) [15] and
multiprocessing [53].

These paragraphs give just a small snapshot of the research
trend in VLSI testing over the past 50 years. A comprehensive
list of all publications in this field would be longer than the
length of this paper. It is interesting to note that whenever
bottlenecks appeared in “traditional algorithms” of the day,
solutions were found by “out of the box” thinking.

These 50 years of research have helped fine-tune a
lot of commercial tools offered by EDA companies like
Cadence [7], Mentor Graphics [35] and Synopsys [57].
Because of the efficiency of these tools and the time spent
in perfecting them, there are claims that ATPG research has

reached its maturity. However, in spite of these claims, the
authors of this paper remain optimistic that new solutions
can be found by venturing outside the box again and looking
for solutions, sometimes in a totally orthogonal research fields.

B. Database Search

It is fairly obvious that searching through a sorted database
is faster than searching through an unsorted database. Given a
problem to find an element in a sorted database of N elements,
the solution to that is a straight forward application of a divide
and conquer algorithm called the “binary search” [31]. It is
performed by comparing the target value with the middle
element of the database. If the middle element matches the
target value, the index is returned. If the target value is smaller
than the current position, the search continues in the lower half
of the database else it continues in the upper half.

Because of the ease of searching a sorted database, it can
be deemed convenient to sort an unsorted database before
searching for the element. However, the complexity of sorting
a database increases exponentially with increasing database
size along with the need for a large swap memory. Hence,
there arises a need to find solutions to search through unsorted
databases as efficiently as possible.

The simplest search algorithm which can check the
database for an element till it is found or the list is exhausted
is “linear search”. However, in the worst case we must iterate
through the entire database and hence it can be computationally
expensive. One easy way to improve linear search speed is to
break up the database into smaller segments and then search
through the sections in a parallel fashion. However, even this
parallel approach has its limits as highlighted by Amdahl’s
law [4]. More efficient search algorithms like tree traversal,
simulated annealing and genetic algorithms among countless
others can also be parallelized to achieve faster results.

Tree traversal is a type of database search referring to
the process of visiting each element in a tree database at
least once systematically. There are two major approaches to
tree traversal: depth-first and breadth-first. Depth first search
implies starting at the root of the tree and exploring as far
as possible to a final leaf before backtracking and trying a
different path. Breadth first search starts at the root of the
tree and explores all neighbors at a given depth level before
heading down to the next level.

Simulated annealing is an offshoot of statistical mechanics
in which a sequence of iterations is performed starting from an
initial configuration [30]. After each iteration, a new config-
uration is selected from the neighborhood of the old one and
variations in the cost function are compared. Depending upon
the value of the cost function, the transition is either accepted
or rejected according to a predefined probability function.

Genetic algorithms perform a search by mimicking the
process of natural selection [36]. Each element is assigned
a fitness value based on an evaluation function. The higher
the fitness value, the closer the element to the optimal
solution. During each selection process, elements with higher
fitness values are selected to create the next set. By utilizing
techniques from natural selection like inheritance, mutation,
selection etc., genetic algorithms can generate solutions to
optimization and search problems.
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C. Interdisciplinary Connection

Although we discussed VLSI Testing and database search,
this paper does not provide a detailed literature review of either
field. The primary reason for covering the key elements in both
areas is to show how the testing problem can be redefined as
a database search problem and how various testing algorithms
are essentially iterations of database search algorithms.

Given a digital circuit with n primary inputs, the database
of test vectors can have 2n = N possible n-bit vectors. A
fault in this circuit must be tested by at least one of these
possible vectors. Applying a brute force trying to find a test
using random test generators is analogous to a linear search
of database. If the circuit is large, the search will be horribly
inefficient. To counter this inefficiency, earliest algorithms, D
algorithm [44] and PODEM [22] were essentially versions of
tree traversal. While D algorithm is analogous to breadth-first
search, PODEM has its roots in depth-first search.

Weighted random test generators [1], [47], antirandom
testing [33] and spectral test generation [61] are forms
of simulated annealing. These algorithms generate new tests
based on previous successful tests and are dependent on some
sort of cost function. There have also been direct applications
of genetic algorithms in testing [12], [39], [45], [46].

These comparisons essentially emphasize the fact that
testing algorithms can be reclassified as a database search
problem. Hence, it would be hugely beneficial if an ATPG
algorithm was developed which utilized one of the most
efficient database search algorithms. In other words, an
ATPG implementation of “Grover’s algorithm for database
search” [23] would break the current plateau of research in
VLSI testing. Being a quantum algorithm, the speed-up is
significant compared to other classic algorithms and has been
mathematically proven to be the most optimal [6].

III. QUANTUM COMPUTING - THE FUTURE!

Quantum computing has been touted as a “silver bullet”
solution to many research problems of exponential complex-
ity [13]. It can have wide ranging applications [38] extending
from quantum information processing (QIP) like quantum sim-
ulations [10], [32] or quantum communication [29] to quantum
cryptography [5], [16], [21] or quantum modeling [60]. The
authors in [14] highlight seven stages towards building a
practical quantum computer. The pictorial representation from
their paper has been reproduced in Fig. 1. The current research
is at stage three. Circuits are being built using principles
derived in previous research [11], [48]. Scientists have been
successful in building a quantum logic gate in silicon that
could become the building block for a working quantum
computer [41].

With quantum computing approaching reality [43], there
is now a commercial quantum computing company named
D-wave [27]. D-wave machines are being used by Google
and NASA for research [28]. Recently, IBM scientists have
reported a new quantum circuit design that might scale to
larger dimensions [40].

There have been efforts at finding quantum computing
algorithms. Prominent among these is Shor’s algorithm for
factorization [52]. This is a linear time algorithm to solve the

Fig. 1. Seven stages of developing of a practical quantum computer [14].

problem, “Given an integer N , find its prime factors.” Solving
a problem of this magnitude (i.e., exponential complexity)
can be a huge boost to the world of computing. Another
groundbreaking development is Grover’s database search
algorithm [24] discussed in the following subsection.

A. Grover’s Algorithm - A Possible Solution

Grover’s algorithm searches an unordered database of N
items to find a specified item. Its quantum search is quadrati-
cally faster than any other classical search algorithm [23], [24].
Its complexity is O(

√
N ) as compared to classical algorithms

with complexity ranging from O(N ) to O(logN ) [6].

Understanding Grover’s algorithm isn’t the most intuitive
process because it uses fundamental concepts of quantum
mechanics. However, we will attempt to give a very holistic
view of how it works. The key concept of the algorithm is that
instead of checking possible solutions one by one, a uniform
superposition is created over all possible solutions and then a
quantum operation destructively interferes all the states which
are NOT solutions in a repeated fashion till the correct solution
can be gleaned with high probability.

In a search space of N elements (or 2n vectors), the focus
of search is concentrated on the index of the elements rather
than the elements itself. The search problem is redefined as a
function f , which takes and integer x in the range 0 to N −1.
Hence, f(x) = 1 if x is a solution to the search problem and
f(x) = 0 if x is not a solution [38].

Grover’s algorithm introduces a concept of a quantum
black box - called Oracle whose internal workings are not
defined but termed problem-specific [24]. The oracle has the
ability to recognize the solution without knowing the solution.
The authors in [38] highlight a crucial point that it is possible
to do the former without necessarily doing the latter. In other
words, the oracle does not know the solution itself but knows
the properties of the solution and can identify it when shown.

A lot of resources have thoroughly explained the working
of Grover’s algorithm using animated GIFs [19] or worked
out examples [56]. The steps/iterations of Grover’s algorithm
are elegantly summarized below [38]:

• Apply the Oracle.

• Apply the Hadamard transform.

• Perform a conditional phase shift with every possible
state except the initial state receiving a phase shift π.

• Apply the Hadamard transform.
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Fig. 2. Graph comparing exhaustive search and quantum search highlighting
the fact that exhaustive search requires N/2 iterations while quantum search

takes
√
N iterations [54].

Grover iterations are regarded as a rotation in the two-
dimension space spanned by the starting vector and the su-
perposition of all possible solutions to the search problem. If
α indicates a sum where x are not solutions to the search
problem, and β indicates sum of x which are solutions, the
oracle performs a reflection about the vector α in the plane
defined by α and β. The correct solution rotates by an angle
of θ after each iteration and after enough Grover iterations, the
solution approaches close to the value of β.

Because of the quantum speed-up provided by Grover’s
algorithm, it would be highly beneficial to find an working
application in VLSI testing. Furthermore, there have been
claims of Grover’s algorithm being able to solve the Boolean
satisfiability problem in O(

√
N ) time [3]. The next section

presents a few papers which have attempted to create new
testing algorithms based on Grover’s algorithm.

IV. APPLICATION OF GROVER’S ALGORITHM IN ATPG

There have been attempts at applying Grover’s algorithm
to find test vectors for VLSI circuits. Authors in [54] and [55]
used formulation of Chakradhar et al. [8] as a starting point
by reclassifying the testing problem as an energy minimization
problem of a neural network. By converting the circuit to a
neural network [55], they showed that it is possible to use
Grover’s algorithm to successfully find a test vector faster than
other methods like simulated annealing or exhaustive search.
While the authors in [55] did not elaborate on the type of
circuits on which they got their results or provided detailed
explanation of their procedure, a general proof of concept was
established for other researchers to work on.

The authors of [54] published a more comprehensive study
with a detailed analysis of ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits.
They compared their implementation of Grover’s algorithm,
called QATPG, with DNA based algorithm DATPG, genetic
algorithm and exhaustive search. We reproduce two interesting
graphs to highlight the underlying theme of the paper.

Fig. 2 compares the number of iterations required to find
a test by performing an exhaustive search vs. quantum search.
Note that while there is an exponential increase in search
time with increasing circuit size when performing exhaustive
search, the quantum search (Grover’s algorithm) increases
almost linearly. This is in tune with the underlying theory

Fig. 3. Comparison of fault coverage vs. CPU time for exhaustive search
(ES), genetic algorithm (GA), DNA based algorithm (DATPG) and quantum
search (QATPG) [54].

established so far and further emphasizes the proof of concept
of Grover’s algorithm.

Fig. 3 takes the case of a large circuit requiring 25 neurons
(N = 2n possible vectors) and compares the CPU time
required to attain 100% fault coverage. While none of the
algorithms is able to detect all faults, it is interesting to see that
quantum search (QATPG) attains the highest fault coverage
within the least CPU time whereas exhaustive search (ES) gets
the least fault coverage while taking the longest time.

DNA based search (DATPG) has a search time equivalent
to quantum search but has lower fault coverage. Genetic
algorithm is slower than both QATPG and DATPG while
having worse fault coverage as well.

In a recent paper, we proposed a new testing
algorithm which moves away from conventional algorithms
drastically [59]. While attempting to generate test vectors to
successfully test a fault, there are usually more failed test
vectors than successful ones. Hence, it is desirable to utilize
the failure information to correctly find the right test. In
other words, by learning from the failed vectors and avoiding
their properties, our algorithm can hone in on the correct test
vector more quickly. Our technique requires the partitioning
of the vector space into three categories:

• Activation vectors: These vectors activate a desired
stuck-at fault on the fault line of a circuit but may
not propagate the fault to the primary outputs (POs).

• Propagation vectors: These vectors will sensitize the
path to POs and propagate a desired line’s fault to the
POs but may not activate the desired fault.

• Failed vectors: These vectors neither activate the fault
site to the desired stuck-at fault nor sensitize the path
to propagate the vectors to the POs.

The correct test vector lies in the intersection of activation
vector region and propagation vector region. In other words,
the desired test vector will both activate the fault as well as
propagate it to the POs. Fig. 4 highlights this graphically and
shows the bounded nature of search. By bounding the search
to activation and propagation vectors while avoiding the failed
vectors, it is possible to arrive at a test vector much faster.

Fig. 5 highlights the efficiency of our algorithm [59] when
compared with exhaustive search over 100 sample simulations
for a fault. It is seen that for a circuit with 6 primary inputs
(64 possible vectors), random search had a mean of about 34
iterations to find the test while our algorithm had a mean of
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TABLE I. AVERAGE SEARCH ITERATIONS FOR EXAMPLE CIRCUITS

USING RANDOM SEARCH, OUR WORK [59] AND GROVER’S IDEAL

QUANTUM SEARCH.

Number of search steps to success
Circuit Search space Random Our Grover’s

type size, N search algorithm algorithm
(2#PI) (∼ N/2) [59] (

√
N )

Test circuit
64 34 14 8

(#PI = 6)
ALU Control

128 62 15 11
(#PI = 7)
Decoder

128 133 24 16
(#PI = 8)

c6288
4.30× 109 2.42× 109 74,352 65,536

(#PI = 32)

14 iterations. Ideally, Grover’s algorithm says that the number
of iterations needed should be

√
64 = 8. Hence, there is still

some fine tuning and tweaking needed with the proposed
algorithm to attain that number.

Table I compares Grover’s algorithm, our algorithm [59]
and random search for several circuits. Although our
work gets closer to Grover’s quantum search we still have
some ways to go. It is easily fathomed that with an increase
in circuit size, quantum search can provide much needed gains.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper attempts to put to rest the stagnation claims
about the VLSI Testing field. The background research shows
how ATPG algorithms have evolved in the past 50 years. With
the dramatic rise in research in the area of quantum computing,
it is only natural to use those ideas to break the VLSI Testing
area out of its plateau.

By showing how the testing problem can be redefined as
a database search problem and how various ATPG algorithms
are essentially formulations of classic database search algo-
rithms, this paper encourages the use of Grover’s algorithm
for database search as the template for creating new APTG
algorithms. A literature survey shows how little research has
been done in this field, and the results of the few forays into the
application of Grover’s algorithm have shown startling promise
and dramatic test time improvement.

A possible direction of research would be to utilize the
correlation information of the primary input bits to generate a
probability function at each bit. The conjecture is that by uti-
lizing the information of failures and generating a correlation
matrix, it would further speed up the vector search. Currently,
our algorithm [59] does not utilize the correlation information
and only modify the independent probability weights of the
primary inputs.

However, that is but one possible avenue for future
research. Researchers are only limited by their imagination in
trying to find solutions for NP hard problems.
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